
DHA CITY PROJECT
Reference to DHA City Project it is regretted that neither promised plot could be 
delivered/made available nor any development was commenced solely on 
account of failure of Globaco Private Limited to provide requisite/suitable land. 
That the management of Globaco Private Limited cheated and misled the 
management and also managed to misappropriate over Rs. 15 Billion belonging to
the public at large, which money was paid/deposited with Globaco Private Limited
against the promise/representation made to make available land for the purpose 
of providing plots for the members of the public. We understand that you are 
made to believe that DHA City Lahore Project belonged to/owned by DHA Lahore 
and DHA Lahore will deliver/transfer said plot to you, which representations were 
fraudulent and deceptive. PASSER

In the circumstances, the management of DHA Lahore took the cause of aggrieved
members of the public and decided to pursue the criminals, who had 
defrauded/cheated the public, and filed complaint with NAB to punish the 
culprits/ fraudsters and recover of the misappropriated amount from Globaco Pvt 
Limited and others beneficiaries of fraud, require to arrange for/procure requisite 
land. In this context NAB has already filed interim reference with the 
Accountability Court and it continues its investigation in the matter.

The Management seeks your support and cooperation in the manner and 
appreciate efforts to be made to approach the Investigation Officer (Mr. Zavar 
Manzoor) /NAB to appraise it/them of the facts regarding fraud played and 
misappropriation of entrusted money. NAB has already published advertisements 
in newspaper to seek information/facts from the aggrieved members of the public
(photocopy of ad attached). At this junction we need collective effort/ support 
and strong will to check & stop this increasing menace of cheating public at large 
and robbing some of their hard earned money against deceptive/fraudulent 
promises of providing land/plots.


